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Abstract— This paper compares the impact of microgrids
on the transient response of the transmission system, and,
more specifically, on its frequency variations, when different
control strategies and different storage capacities are employed.
Extensive Monte Carlo simulations are performed based on the
IEEE 39-bus system, and show that the dynamic behavior of the
transmission system is affected in a non-trivial way by the control
strategy of the microgrids energy management system and their
storage capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
The continuous increase of the energy generated from renewable sources, capillary distributed in vast areas, is changing
the traditional top-down shape of power grids into a network
of flexible smart small-sized power systems, denoted as Microgrids (MGs). While it may be hard to give a precise definition
of a MG, a practical one provided by the U.S. Department of
Energy is that a MG is a group of interconnected loads and
DERs with clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as
a single controllable entity with respect to the grid and can
connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate
in both grid-connected or island mode [1]. Consistently to this
definition, MGs are expected to become the building blocks
of the future power grid [2]. An interesting aspect that has not
been fully explored in the literature related to MGs, is how the
interactions among MGs may impact on the dynamics of the
overall grid, and this aspect is here investigated in the paper.
B. Literature Review
Several recent works focus on the control of individual,
often islanded, MGs and on the impact of Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs) on grid dynamics, for instance in terms of
frequency and voltage stability of the grid. A review on the
impact of low rotational inertia in the power system has been
presented in [3]. In [4], angle and voltage stability are analyzed
as the MG penetration level increases and, in [5] and [6], the
effects of the penetration of wind- and PV solar-based DERs,
respectively, are investigated. These works, however, do not
consider the ability of a MG to conduct policies of Demand
Response (DR), its interaction with the market, and its impact
on the transient response of the transmission system.
On the other hand, it is the authors’ opinion that, to fully
understand MG operation and dynamics, it is not sufficient to
consider an individual MG and ignore the interactions among

MGs, the grid and the electrical market. A first step in this
direction was given in [7], where the authors showed that it
is more convenient when coordinated MGs cooperate to solve
the power scheduling problem; however, dynamic and stability
issues of the grid were not deeply investigated in [7]. In our
work [8], we investigated the interactions between MGs, the
electrical market and the transmission system when MGs sell
and buy energy from the grid according to their economical
convenience. The main result of [8] is that a configuration with
few large or several small coordinated MGs can drastically
deteriorate the transient behavior of the grid and reduce its
stability margins. On the other hand, a high-granularity and
non-coordinated configuration with several small MGs appears
to be more convenient for a proper operation of the system.
This paper further elaborates on the model described in
[8] and evaluates what happens if MGs do not compete in
the electricity market but rather minimize the power exchange
with the grid. In particular, we assume that the MGs operate
in island mode as long as possible, i.e., utilizing the storage
reserve whenever possible, and buying and selling energy
only when strictly necessary. Accordingly, we compare the
outcomes of this new framework with the ones of [8]. In this
paper, we also evaluate the impact of different storage sizes
in the MGs.
C. Contributions
The objective of this paper is to quantitatively evaluate the
impact of MGs on the stability of the grid. While there is
a general consensus that the uncertainty in a grid, and thus,
its complexity, grows with respect to the number of installed
renewable generations, in this paper, we show that other factors
may affect the stability of the grid; namely, the energy policies
of the MGs (i.e., whether they collaborate or compete in the
energy market), and the size of their storage devices (as these
affect the ability of the MGs to operate in island mode).
The impact of MG control and Energy Management System
(EMS) is evaluated though computing the frequency deviations
of the grid. Frequency deviations are a measure of the active
power imbalance and should remain within the operational
limits in order to avoid transmission line overloads and the
triggering of protection devices [9]. Since MGs are expected
to buy and sell active power according to their DR policies, the
magnitude of frequency deviations is an important metric to
assess the impact of the penetration of MGs on the grid. The

standard deviation of the frequency of the Center Of Inertia
(COI) of the system is the specific metric that we utilize to
evaluate the impact of MGs on the grid dynamic response.
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D. Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the modeling of the power system, of the electricity market, as well as of MGs and their control strategies.
Section III presents a case study based on the IEEE 39-bus
system. In the case study, the dynamic impact on the grid of the
MGs is thoroughly evaluated through a Monte Carlo method
and stochastic time domain simulations. Main conclusions and
future work are outlined in Section IV.
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Fig. 1: Structure of the connection between the MG.

of the transmission system, market dynamics, and the MG
components, such as DERs, storage devices and loads. More
details on the MG devices are provided in Subsection II-C.

II. M ODELING
For the purposes of this paper, the MG is modeled as a
cluster of loads and generation units, coordinated by an EMS
that, among other tasks (e.g., load shedding and internal power
flow management), allows the MG to operate in island mode
(i.e., the MG operates autonomously from the power grid) and
determines the set point of the active power that the MG sells
or buys from the electrical grid [10].
The following assumptions are made:
• The internal dynamics of the control system, generation
units and loads of a MG are neglected. This assumption
is based on the observation that the time constants of the
internal MG dynamics are small compared to the ones of
the high voltage transmission system [11]–[13].
• The storage units, the DERs and the loads of each MG are
grouped into an aggregated model. This assumption can
be relaxed, assuming distributed DERs, storage units and
loads at the expense of a higher computational burden.
The metric utilized to compare the effects of different EMSs
and storage capacity sizes is the COI frequency, defined as
Pr
Hi ω i
,
(1)
ωCOI = Pi=1
r
i=1 Hi

B. Electricity Market Model
In this work, we are interested in investigating the impact on
the grid of a number of MGs that try to work in island mode as
much as possible. In such a framework, the market model does
not play a relevant role. However, since we compare results
with those obtained in [8], where the MGs were assumed to
operate with the objective of maximizing their revenues, it
is relevant to briefly outline the dynamic electricity market
model utilized in [8]. Such a model in based on [15], where
power system dynamics are assumed to be coupled with a
real-time – or spot – electricity market, also modeled based
on differential equations. These represent an ideal market for
which the energy price λ, assumed to be a continuous state
variable, is computed and adjusted rapidly enough with respect
to the dynamic response of the transmission system, e.g., PJM,
California, etc. Further details can be found in [15] and [8].
C. Microgrid Model
Figure 1 shows the connections of the MG with the power
system and the electricity market. The elements that compose
the MG are the load, the DER, the storage device and the
energy management system (EMS) that decides the operation
mode of the MG and imposes its power generation set point.
The dynamic of the aggregated storage device model is
ruled by the following equation, which is the continuous-time
equivalent of the model used in [16],

where ωi and Hi are, respectively, the rotor speed and the
inertia constant of the i-th synchronous machine, and r is the
number of conventional generators in the grid.
A. Power System Model
The model of the power system considered in the case study
is based on the conventional set of hybrid differential algebraic
equations [14], as follows:
ẋ = f (x, y, u)
0 = g(x, y, u)

Pout

Pl −

Pl

Tc Ṡ = Ps = Pg − Pl − Pout

(2)

(3)

where S is the state of charge of the MG, Tc is the time
constant of the storage active power controller, Ps is the power
generated or absorbed by the storage device (Ps > 0 if the
storage is charging); Pout is the power output of the MG; and
Pg and Pl are the produced active power and the local loads,
respectively, of the MG. S undergoes an anti-wind-up limiter
that models the charged (S = 1) and discharged (S = 0)
conditions.
The dynamic model of the DER that is included in the
MG is based on the DER models discussed in [17], [18]. The
control scheme included in the DER model is shown in Fig. 2.

where f (f : Rp+q+s 7→ Rp ) are the differential equations; g
(g : Rp+q+s 7→ Rq ) are the algebraic equations; x (x ∈ Rp )
are the state variables; y (y ∈ Rq ) are the algebraic variables;
and u (u ∈ Rs ) are discrete events, which mostly model MG
EMS logic.
Equations in (2) include conventional dynamic models of
synchronous machines (e.g., 6th order models), their controllers, such as, automatic voltage regulators, turbine governors, and power system stabilizers, as well as lumped models
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TABLE I: Microgrid EMS rules
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Seller mode, Pnet ≥ 0
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Current
set point
Qg

controller

iref
q

1

iq

1 + sTq
vd , vq

Rule

Action

Rationale

if S ≤ 80%

Pref = 0

The battery is not fully charged, use the
energy surplus to charge it

else

Pref = Pnet

Sell the surplus

Buyer mode, Pnet < 0

Converter

Fig. 2: Control scheme of an converter-based DER.
The power injections into the ac bus are:
P g = v d id + v q iq
Q g = v q id − v d iq

Rationale
The battery has residual charge, use it to
match the internal energy deficit

else

Pref = Pnet

Storage is low on charge, buy the energy
deficit

it has a high level of charge and buys the energy deficit when
the state of charge is low.
The aforementioned rules are shown and explained in
Table I. The rules are expressed hierarchically, i.e., a rule is
evaluated only if the conditions of the previous ones are not
satisfied.

(5)
III. C ASE S TUDY

where ηM is a white noise as in [19] with standard deviation
σM , and P̄gT and P̄lT are piece-wise constant functions that
account for uncertainty and change randomly with a period
T as discussed in [20]. The noise is modeled as a single
stochastic state variable as the behavior of the MG depends on
the difference Pnet = Pg −Pl and not on their absolute values.
Finally, Ps , the power provided or absorbed by the aggregated
storage device included in the MG is the slack variable that
allows imposing the desired Pref , as follows:
Ts Ṗs = Pout − Pref = −Ps + Pnet − Pref .

Action
Pref = 0

(4)

where id and iq are the ac-side dq-frame currents of the VSC,
respectively and vd and vq are the dq-frame components of
the bus voltage phasor of the point of connection of the VSC
with the ac grid.
Uncertainty and volatility of both generation units and loads
are accounted for by modeling the net power produced by the
MG as a stochastic process according to
Pnet = Pg − Pl = P̄gT − P̄lT + ηM

Rule
if S ≥ 20%

This section discusses the dynamic response of a system
with inclusion of MGs regulated by means of the EMS
described in the previous section. A comparison with the
results obtained with the EMS model proposed in [8] is also
presented. Two scenarios are considered, as follows.
a) Small Storage Scenario. An increasing number of large
MGs, with small storage dimensions, is plugged into the
system.
b) Large Storage Scenario. An increasing number of large
MGs, with large storage dimensions, is plugged into the
system.

(6)

where Ts is the time constant of the storage active power
controller and Pref is the reference power set point as defined
by the EMS of the MG.

Simulations are based on the IEEE 39-bus 10-machine
system; this benchmark grid is chosen in order to have both
a fairly complex network and reduced state-space dimensions
to easily understand the impact of MGs on the system. The
state-space of the simplest case with 1 MG includes 150
state variables and 233 algebraic ones; whereas the case with
highest granularity includes 12 MGs, 204 state variables and
365 algebraic ones. The results for each scenario are obtained
based on a Monte Carlo method (100 simulations are solved
for each scenario).
Table II shows the parameters for the considered MGs,
including the storage time constants in the two different
scenarios. Note that we simulate different sizes of the storage
by changing the charge/discharge time constant Tc in (3).
All simulations are performed using Dome, a Python-based
power system software tool [21]. The Dome version utilized
in this case study is based on Python 3.4.1; ATLAS 3.10.1
for dense vector and matrix operations; CVXOPT 1.1.8 for
sparse matrix operations; and KLU 1.3.2 for sparse matrix
factorization.

D. Energy Management System of the Microgrid
In this paper, we evaluate a different strategy for the EMS
that, as we shall see in the next section, has an opposite impact
on the grid with respect to the EMS proposed on [8]. In
particular, unlike [8], where the price λ plays a critical role,
EMS input quantities are the produced power Pg , the load Pl
and the state of charge of the storage units, S. The rules are
divided into two sets: the seller state, for which Pnet ≥ 0
(i.e., the MG is producing more than it is consuming and it
will most likely sell energy) and the buyer state, for which
Pnet < 0 (i.e., the MG is consuming more than it is producing
and it will most likely buy energy). The objective of the EMS
is to make the MG operate in island mode, if possible (i.e.,
Pref = 0). Thus, in seller mode each MG uses the active power
surplus to charge its storage and sells it when fully charged,
whereas in buyer mode, each MG discharges the storage when
3

TABLE II: Parameters of MGs. The parameters σnet are chosen in a
random way for each MG to simulate different characteristics.
MG

Bus

P̄g
(pu MW)

P̄l
(pu MW)

σnet
(pu MW)

Small
storage (s)

Large
storage (s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

18
3
15
17
21
28
24
17
11
5
7
12

0.88
0.77
0.80
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.36
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.80
0.40

0.54
0.20
0.10
0.20
0.10
0.40
0.84
0.50
0.30
0.80
0.10
0.40

0.025
0.040
0.030
0.020
0.013
0.040
0.010
0.020
0.010
0.010
0.030
0.025

5.0
7.0
6.5
8.0
5.0
7.0
6.5
8.0
4.0
5.0
7.4
6.8

18,000.0
25,200.0
23,400.0
28,800.0
18,000.0
25,200.0
23,400.0
28,800.0
14,400.0
18,000.0
26,640.0
24,480.0

TABLE III:

Standard deviation of the frequency COI as a function of the
total installed capacity of MGs.

MGs
#

Capacity
(pu MW)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0.96
1.81
2.69
3.13
3.35
3.57
3.97
4.19
4.41
4.52
5.40
5.84

Small storage (σCOI )
M-EMS
I-EMS
(pu Hz)
(pu Hz)

Large storage (σCOI )
M-EMS
I-EMS
(pu Hz)
(pu Hz)

0.00246
0.00319
0.00322
0.00391
0.00442
0.00498
0.00517
0.00554
0.00581
0.00597
0.00623
0.00689

0.00498
0.00532
0.00641
0.00701
0.00741
0.00775
0.00796
0.00848
0.00863
0.00926
0.01089
0.01259

0.00312
0.00454
0.00475
0.00498
0.00517
0.00570
0.00607
0.00625
0.00679
0.00719
0.00772
0.00784

0.00049
0.00088
0.00094
0.00117
0.00127
0.00168
0.00193
0.00221
0.00261
0.00282
0.00324
0.00392

A. Simulation results
system.
As a concluding remark, it is worth saying that system
operators’ network codes fix standard frequency ranges as
well as maximum frequency variations. For example, for
the ENTSO-E system, the standard frequency range is ±50
mHz and the maximum steady-state deviation is ±200 mHz.
These values are wider in case of small or islanded systems,
e.g., in UK and Ireland, the standard frequency range is
±200 mHz and the maximum steady-state deviation is ±500
mHz. It is interesting to note that, depending on the EMS
implementation, such ranges might not be satisfied. Hence, the
dynamic appraisal presented in this paper can help validate the
feasibility of a given EMS scheme.

Figure 3 shows a realization of the frequency of the COI
(ωCOI ) of the 39-bus system with inclusion of 12 MGs
considering small and large energy storage capacity scenarios
and both Market-based EMS (M-EMS) and Island-based EMS
(I-EMS). The following remarks are relevant:
M-EMS and I-EMS behave in a similar way when the
storage devices are small: As one might expect, when the
storage devices are too small, MGs can only buy (sell) energy
when the generated energy is lower (greater) than the energy
requested by the loads. This behaviour is independent from
the specific EMS policy of the MG. This result can be noticed
by comparing Figs. 3a and 3c.
Operation in island mode is more convenient than a
competitive approach in terms of the grid frequency: When
the storage devices are large enough, the MG have more
flexibility to effectively operate in island mode (I-EMS), or
alternatively to competitively participate to the market (MEMS). By comparing Figs. 3b and 3d, it is evident that ωCOI
oscillations are greater when the MG operates according to an
M-EMS policy. On the other hand, when the MGs operate in
island mode, fluctuations are smaller (see Fig. 3d).
More detailed results can be found in Table III, that shows
the standard deviation of the frequency of the COI (σCOI ),
vs. the number of MGs, the capacity of the storage devices
and the EMS control strategy. In all cases, σCOI increases
monotonically as the number of MGs increases. Consistently
with the results depicted in Fig. 3, and regardless of the
number of MGs, σCOI is always larger when smaller storage
devices are available, regardless of the specific EMS.
Table III also shows that in the small storage scenario, the
M-EMS causes smaller variations of ωCOI than the I-EMS.
This result is due to the fact that I-EMS-driven MGs, while
attempting to operate in island mode, actually have to connect
often to the grid to match power demand and generation. On
the other hand, in the large capacity scenario, we have the
opposite outcome. In this case, the large capacity of the storage
allows the I-EMS-driven MGs to operate most of the time in
island mode. The large values of σCOI obtained for M-EMSdriven MGs indicate that MGs, operated with benefit-oriented
control strategy, are a potential threat for the stability of the

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This work analyzes and compares the dynamic behavior
of power systems with inclusion of MGs operated with two
different EMS control strategies. An EMS aims at maximizing
the benefit of the MGs, while the other one aims at operating
the MGs islanded from the system. The effect of the size of
the storage devices included in the MG is also discussed in
the paper. The impact on the system is evaluated by means
of the amplitude of the standard deviation of the frequency of
the COI. The main result obtained from simulations is that the
dynamic impact of MGs on the system is a combination of the
size of the storage and the EMS rules. The minimum impact on
the system is obtained for MGs that tend to operate in island
mode and include large storage capacities. However, if the
storage capacity is low, the impact due to MGs on the system
is lower if the MG attempts to maximize their incomes. Thus,
results suggest that the optimal size of the storage device, from
the point of view of the outer grid stability, might depend on
the control strategy of the MGs. Future works will focus on
the dynamic impact on power system of MGs that provide
ancillary services.
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Fig. 3: Frequency of the COI of the 39-bus system with 12 MGs.
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